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 Isela Rios! (Kinder) Isela is a class leaders, great helper, follows directions and is a hard worker. She is an amazing student! 
~C. Doyle  

 Alberto Solis! (Kinder) Alberto always follows class procedures and directions and is a very hard worker, Keep it up! ~C. 
Doyle  

 Korabella Lara! (Kinder) Korabella is a great friend, an amazing helper, and a wonderful students. She works hard and is 
kind. I am so glad she is a part of our classroom family. ~B. Rodriguez  

 Stephanie Espinoza! (1st grade) Stephanie has been very good in class, always participating and working hard! ~R. Botbyl 

 Kingston Edwards! (1st grade) Kingston is willing to share and help others. He is happy to come to class and is eager to 
learn. ~C. Collins  

 Kaylen Dunn! (1st grade) Kaylen is a very hard worker, she is respectful, attentive in class, and helpful to others. I look 
forward to seeing her grow in her learning this year. ~T. Hayden  

 Ian Diosdado! (1st grade) Ian has been working hard, staying on task, and being a good citizen! ~R. Botbyl  

 Alberto Alvarez, Jr.! (2nd grade) Alberto is a responsible student who tries hard and does his work diligently. Great job, 
Alberto! ~S. Turner  

 Yerlin Acosta! (3rd grade) Yerlin works hard and never misses a best! I am impressed with her ability to stay on task and 
help those around her understand math strategies. She is a wonderful helper. Great job, Yerlin! ~A. Coppin  

 Jason Hernandez! (3rd grade) Jason is a role model for our class. Jason possesses diverse skills and traits such as honesty, 
compassion, high standards for himself and values. Similarly, Jason received the Character Face Recognition for showing the 
six pillars of characters not only in our classroom but across the school. Jason I am so proud to be your teacher. ~Y. Fuentes  

 Alex Rubio! (3rd grade) Alex has been working consistently in all his assignments and trying his best. He has shown critical 
problem solving skills which applies across the content areas. Alex frequently reflects on his actions and stays positive while 
encouraging this classmates. Alex, it is a joy to have you in my class. ~Y. Fuentes 
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 Anis Vasquez! (3rd grade) Anis always tries her best to make her work well presented and on time. She is also a great 
classmate and writes beautiful stories during writing time. ~K. Bracho  

 Julie Aguilar! (4th grade) Julie is always a great helper and very attentive in class! ~V. Svoboda  

 

 

 


